Ms. Monita Mo Awarded with
2009 China Top Ten Financial and Intelligent Persons
On Dec., 27th, the “2009·China Top Ten Financial and Intelligent Persons” award
ceremony was held in Diaoyutai State Guesthouse. This is the sixth annual event aimed to
promote individuals who have created wealth, both in a monetary and spiritual sense and who
have brought innovation to society. Individuals are judged on contributions made, innovation
created and influences he or she has made towards the community. A committee comprised of
high ranking government officials, scholars, business leaders interview and evaluate each
candidate, then there is an online vote conducted throughout China for 5 days. Ultimately, 30
people will be selected under 3 categories - the “Top Ten Financial and Intelligent Persons”
award; the “Special Award” and “Single Project Award”.
Ms. Monita Mo was awarded with 2009 China Top Ten Financial and Intelligent
Persons.
This event was hosted by Mr. Ma Hong Tao,
famous for his CCTV program Economic Half
Hour. The vice-chairman of the ninth CPPCC,
Honorary president of China council for the
Promotion of Peaceful National Reunification, Mr.
Wang Wen Yuan presented the awards to the
winners. The event was jointly sponsored by
Beijing Normal University Beijing Institute of
Beijing Cultural Development Research, Fortune
Times News Paper, Phoenix TV Channel,
Cnelection.com, Sohu.com and VOD One.
Ms. Monita Mo, Mr. Zhu Qing Shi (Academician of China Academy of Social Sciences, former
president of University of Science and Technology of China), and Chairman of the board of
Nanchang Ship Construction Co., Ltd., famous writer Mr. Hai Yan, all won the Top Ten awards.
Reasons for Ms. Mo nomination: With a bi-cultural
and bi-lingual background, Ms. Mo applied the
creativity of Wall Street and helped many Chinese
enterprises to grow their business; thus creating
much wealth and fortune for China. She has the
nickname of being a “Dragon Lady from the
Investment community”. A few of her success
cases include Acorn International, 8848.net,
PRCEDU.com and SinoBnet, NVC. She is
currently focusing on green agricultural sectors
which are dedicated to building a scalable
business with high standards for food safety.
Ms. Mo gave an acceptance speech that emphasized how triumphant and encouraging the
award was for many overseas Chinese entrepreneurs who are working so hard and have
experienced many ups and downs while venturing through China for all these years. We will
continue to build a harmonious world whereby many businesses, both Chinese and foreigners
can succeed.

